Giving Tuesday - Nov. 29

Giving Tuesday is THIS WEEK! If you’re looking to support us and the work we do, feel free to donate to our Venmo @STANDnow

Also, check out our Instagram to see a video of our Managing Committee talking about why we love STAND!

NEED PLANS?

We have updated our past archive of lesson plans and have a wide variety for your group to choose from! Check them out in this folder here!
November 2022 Conflict Update

Check out our latest conflict update here! Huge shoutout to all the amazing STAND members who contributed to it.

Like Writing? Get Posted on our Website!

Each month we release a Conflict Update blog post, and YOU can be our next writer! Just choose a section you’re interested in here and write a paragraph or two on recent conflict, human rights, and political developments in one of our education focus areas!

Thanksgiving

Once again, it is Thanksgiving: a time of family celebrations but also a time of mourning for many Indigenous communities. Read our lesson plan from last month on it here, and take some time to learn about the land you are on here. It is always important to remember the history of genocide behind this country.

Thanksgiving: Taking and the Aftermath

For a lot of people, Thanksgiving is a fun time to celebrate with family. However, it comes from a history of violence against Indigenous communities. You can learn more about this history and ways you can support Indigenous communities today with our lesson plan.

QUESTIONS? CONCERNS? UPDATES?

Please email us at info@standnow.org or reach out on social media! We would love to hear if these newsletters and lesson plans are helping you.